
Day  8 FLOWER motif  
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge  
 

 
Maria Atkinson 
"Accomplishments" 
Description:  We all get cut by horns, walk on thin edge, and we just don't give up till 
we get over the top! A rose is a beautiful flower to look at but holding a rose may be 
ouchie, you just gotta know how to handle it.  
 



 
Christy Bates 
Title: Deafhood! 
Medium: Black India ink 
Size: 12" by 18" 
Description: The flower is Deafhood. All the raindrops are sign languages of the 
world (I had to googled to find many sign languages around the world). This is what 
keep the flower (Deafhood) alive. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Kat Brockway 
"Grassroots Allies Special Bonding" 
Ipad with paper 53 app 
Description: Seeing some positive developments between the grassroots allies 
having a special bond to work together. In the future, a hope for more increased 
bonding in teamwork for fighting our Deaf Rights. 
 

 
David Call 
The Dancing Flowerhands 
Graphite, color pencil 



 

 
Patti Durr 
sketch - Birth of the 2nd Wave of De'VIA  
medium - im not sure maybe they are - i thought they were oil pastels but way to 
waxy - label only says "artist's loft"  
description - quick color sketch of Betty G. Miller in a purple hat with a colorful 
floral shirt (like what she wore in the De'VIA thinktank 1989 video signing birth 
with a purple yellow butterfly and some yellow blue red hand flowers and other 
flowers around her. 
 

 
Bethaney Hall 



"Flower Stories"  
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, black ink 
flower motif - affirmative  
                     
This is my soul (flower) opening up to ASL Literature- storytelling, A to Z stories, 
classifier stories, jokes, folktales and poetry. 
 
 

 
Beverly Hanyzewski 
Description:  Remembering my first inspiration with ASL poetry by Clayton Valli, 
Dandelion. Some see a weed, some see a Soul. 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/devia28challenge?source=feed_text&story_id=828791577195329


 
Takiyah Harris 
"Voice Slur" 
Mixed Art 
10x8 
Description: The eyeball with blue hearing aids is struggling to use the correct voice. 
Her voice sounded a pretty high pitch. The voice pitch waved around and pressured 
on the leaves and petals. Everything started to fall on the ground. The other eyeball 
is hearing from the bottom and he appeared upset or shocked because he didn't like 
to hear the high pitch. The black crack appeared on the eyeball. 
 

 
Storme Ren Heidi 



'LRE'  
Computer enhanced drawing. 
Description:  That which gets lost in one environment, thrives in another. Classic, 
finding of one's self at the Deaf school...  
 
 
Hinda Kasher 
Flowers Children 
ASL poem/English poem 
2015 
[video description: white person sitting/signing, short black hair length to chin, 
jeans button up shirt, handmade blue/purple scarf, the background is "busy 
looking" room, artworks on the walls, calendar/post it notes, art desk on the right 
corner, a printer, black frame picture of cutie Zisela Madalyn, open binder book on a 
white table, wooden/frost glass door slides behind me.]  
"Flowers Children" 
Signers children are delicate flowers, 
plant the seeds into their grounds, 
we are the domain of their soil fertility, 
endosperm flourish into blossoms of delicate hands, 
hands of petals are learning to sign fluently 
reaching for the sky, upon rays of the sun exposure to a spectrum of knowledge, 
allocating different days on the Earth, 
process and prosper sign language blossoms, 
each child is different, 
Orchid, Poppy, Rose, Tulip, Lily, Violet, Oriental Hybrid Lilies, 
allow the motif bloom, 
fill the environment with fragrance, 
flowers found in every culture,  
some may think flowers are recessive compared to trees, 
as a matter of fact, trees are nothing without flowers, 
do not judge by the power of size, color, shape, symmetrical, elements of art, 
flowering their identities, 
showing others the celebration of delicate knowledge. 
Sign language is in the hands of flowers children. 
(Thank you Brenda for inspiring me to create a video for this motif challenge!) 
 



 
Ellen Mansfield 
"Black Eye Susans"  
Description:  Diversity of colors people in Black Eye Susans- Maryland State flower. 
The "F" Hand shape (F is for Flower) holds a branch with many burst of Black Eye 
Susan flowers. 
 
 
 

 
Roberta Merrill 
“Bright flower blossom 
In light 
ASL discovered” 



 
Tracey Milo 
"The ReBirth of ASL" 
Black Pen on sketch 
5.5 x 12 
Description:  (If you would goggle - "The Birth of Venus" by Sandro Botticelli. c. 
1485) 
My sketch interprets as our native language, American Sign Language, has been 
returned to the Deaf community in 1980s-1990s to present after we were forced to 
learn the Oral-speaking language. With comeback of our ASL, the seed has sprouted 
into one simple stem of flower being very beautifully blossomed. It's all in black and 
white as in life, it's all simple.  
 
 



 
Ken McBroom 
"H GH” 
Collage 
 
 
 

 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
In Honor of Clayton Valli" 
Photoshop, 2015 
 
 



 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 
"Flower Hands" 
Day 8: Flower Motif / Affirmative Theme 
Simple boxed line art. 4 open hands as flower petals in a circle. Cream background. 
Hand/Petals are in different colors. 
 
 

 
Teresa Davisson Newman 
20 years ago Hands Flower with chalks and black ink since I found from my 
portfolio this morning 
 



 
Teresa Davisson Newman 
"Blossom Hand Flower" 
16x20 Canvas 
Acrylic painting 
 

 
Brenda Pond 
"EyeSunflower" 



Media: Watercolor & Ink 
 

 
Nancy Rourke 
The Red Room 
oil on canvas 
18 inch by 24 inch 
Description:  This painting is inspired by Henri Matisse's painting "Red Room," 
where I saw the actual painting at the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia. 
This painting is also from one of my paintings "Handflowers" 
http://www.nancyrourke.com/handflowers.htm  
Flower motif to me, means happiness and hope. A huge black swirl vase holds up big 
sun/handflowers. The yellow stripe on the right side is the drapery with blue floor, 
red wall and red table. 
 

http://www.nancyrourke.com/handflowers.htm


 
Paul Scearce 
Title: Deaf Power 
Media: Photoshop 

 
Ashley Shaffer 
"Flower of Hands Speak Loud" (2013) 
Mixed Media on Watercolor Paper  
11 in. x 15 in.  
 



 
Diane A. Squires 
'Think Spring' 
iPad - ArtRage 


